
Comment by West Way Community Concern 
 
Reasons to refuse planning application P17/V3298/FUL (as 
amended on 19th March 2018) 

1 Material changes in the application (relative to the approved 

application P16/V0246/FUL) 

The material changes in this application which concern us relate to:  

1) Reconfiguration of blocks C and D to include two foodstores instead of smaller units, which will 

require servicing by larger vehicles than was allowed for in the approved plans; 

2) Re-design of the two-deck main car-park, to remove the internal ramp between the upper deck 

and lower deck, such that the upper level (104 spaces) is now only accessible from Arthray Road; 

3) Closure of the north-south route through the site connecting West Way and Arthray Road (the 

existing Church Way) to all traffic apart from deliveries; 

4) The landscaping proposals for the central East-West street through the centre (following the 

existing line of the West Way Centre pedestrian precinct) now includes steps and ramps, reducing 

the pedestrian and accessible passage through the centre.  

The developer tries to present these changes as minor, while in fact they would significantly change 

how the centre would operate, in terms of vehicle access, servicing and deliveries.  This will have a 

major impact on the local road network, particularly Arthray Road. 

2 Grounds for Objection 

This application should be refused on the grounds that it places unacceptable traffic volumes on 

the residential roads in the area and hence impacts adversely on safety and amenity of residents. 

The amended servicing strategy creates safety issues, as large vehicles will be sharing space with 

pedestrians. Deliveries by large vehicles must avoid rush hours and school drop-off and collection 

times. HGVs should not use Arthray Road during night hours. 

Arthray Road becomes the main access to the centre and all HGVs serving the centre will pass along 

Arthray Road. This will have a significant adverse impact on safety and amenity. Arthray Road is 

completely unsuitable for the volume of traffic which will result, and any measures to discourage use 

of this route are likely to be ineffectual. 

There are issues relating to disability and accessibility and security arising from bad design, which 

need to be addressed.  

  



 

Proposed delivery routes  - also downloadable from: 

https://westwayconcern.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/service-delivery-plan-drwgno-1205-ap-111-

b.pdf 
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